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INVT has 15 years of experience in the accumulation of power electronics technology and inverter 

technology.INVT Solar pumping inverter has a professional technical support, efficient production 

delivery and outstanding after-sales service. On the way to be a solar pumping inverter leader, we 

will accelerate the development of solar pumping inverter business and market layout in the future, 

and constantly close to customer needs. As well we committed to become a reliable new energy 

solutions provider, to make our mission come true—Powered by solar.  

Industry Brochure: 

 

INVT Solar Pumping Inverter System Application 

 

Your Trusted Product and Service Provider 
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Solar Pumping Inverter Applications and Market: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

Sugar industry process:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market: Sun-rich and lack of electricity in the remote areas. 

Applications: 

Desert Irrigation  

 

Agriculture Irrigation 

Municipal Water 

Domestic Water Storage 

 

Pasture Animal Husbandry 

 Regional Living Water
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GD100-PV Solar Pumping Inverter Introduction: 

Solar Pumping Inverter Application System: 

 

Features and Advantages: 

 Broadest voltage and power range 

Support for driving single phase 220V and three phase 220V/380V pumps,the power from 

0.4kw -110kW 

 Easy to use 

Automatic start or sleep only after being connect to solar panel without any parameter setting 

 Multiple protective measures  

Including PV over-voltage protection PV polarity reverse warning ,auto derating against over 

temperature etc, which can extend product’s life 

 Advanced MPPT algorithms 

Ensure the solar power tracking efficiency reaches 99% 

 Auto switch between solar and grid input  

    Auto switch between solar and grid input ,achieved 24-hour unattended work  

 Remote monitor  

Support the GPRS module ,which can remote monitor the inverter by using the APP 

 Product for high protection level  

Support cabinet product for IP54 protection level   

 Boost module  

Below 4KW inverter can configured with the boost module ,which can reduce the cost by 

decreasing the number of solar panel  
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Product Specifications: 

GD100- 5R5G-4 5-PV-AS 

GD100: GD100 is short for Goodrive 100 
5R5G: 5.5kW, G: constant torque load 
4(SS2,S2,2,4): voltage degree 
5:IP54 degree ,standard is IP20 
PV: PV stand for PV pump 
AS: auto switch function 
Model  SS2 S2       2 4 

AC input 

voltage(V) 

220V（-15%） 

-240(+10%) 1PH 

220V（-15%） 

--240(+10%) 3PH 

380(-15%) 

--440(+10%) 3PH 

Recommended 

DC input voltage 

range (V) 

200-400VDC 300-750VDC 

Max.DC input 

voltage(v) 
450VDC 800VDC 

Rated output 

voltage 
220V(1PH) 220V(3PH) 220V(3PH) 380V(3PH) 

Power range 

(KW) 
0.4-2.2kW 0.4-2.2kW 4-7.5kW 0.75kW-110kW 

Start-up 

voltage(V) 
200VDC 200VDC 200VDC 300VDC 

Lowest working 

voltage(V) 
150VDC 150VDC 150VDC 250VDC 

Output 

frequency 

range(HZ) 

0-400HZ 

MPPT 99% 

Installation 

manner  
wall mounting, rail mounting ,flange mounting 

Environment 

temperature  
(-10--+50 ℃，if above 40 ℃，derate 2% for every additional 1℃) 

IP grade  IP20（cabinetIP54） 

Boost module 

0.4-2.2kW inverter can be configured with the boost module, reduce the solar panel 

quantity 
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Options: 

A. Boost Module:  

0.4-2.2kW models can be configured with the boost module .which can improve the utillization of 

the solar component. Reduce the cost by decreasing the number of solar panel. 

 

 

 

B.GPRS Module and Monitoring APP 

GD100-PV series support the installation of the GPRS module to implement remote monitoring, 

the inverter operation state can be monitored on the APP in the mobile phone or web page in the 

real time. 

  

 

Diagram of connecting the GPRS module to the inverter  
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The web page of IOT monitoring system for GD100-PV is http://iot.invt.com:12000 

And you can down load the app by sweepping the QR-code : 

 

                

IOS                                   Android  

 

Solution for Auto Switch: 

Generally, inverters do not allow simultaneous connections of PV and grid inputs. But we can offer 

auto-switch solution to solve this problem. 

Inverter of IP54: 

For the application of auto switch between PV and grid input ,INVT procides two types of inverter 

for IP54 pritection level ,the inverter with or without the auto switch function. 

Solar Array Configuration: 

A：Solar panel voltage requirement ： 

In series solar panel voltage need to meet: 

-SS2,-S2,-2 mode ：320V<Vmp  ,Voc<440V 

         -4 mode ：550V<Vmp  ,Voc<800V  

Note：≤2.2KW inverter with the boost voltage need to meet： 

-SS2,-S2,-2 mode ：100V<Vmp  ,Voc<440V 

        -4 mode ：100V<Vmp   ,Voc<600V  

B：All the solar panel power requirement： 

All the solar panel power sum ≥ pump power /pump efficiency 

Pump power Pump efficiency 

≤0.75kW 0.65 

≤2.2kW 0.7 

≤5.5 kW 0.75 

≤18.5kW 0.8 

≥55kW 0.85 

http://iot.invt.com:10000/
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Water Level Control:  

System Diagram: 

Water Level Sensor:  

Sensor in water tank connect to S2 and COM terminals. 

Sensor in well connect to S3 and COM terminals. 

When the sensor includes 2 contactors: 

If full level, connect NO contactor to S2&COM. 

If empty level, connect NC contactor to S3&COM. 

At-F:  Full water level sensor alarm. 

At-L:  Empty water level sensor alarm.      

Full Water Level(S2 & COM) Control Logic: 

Inverter is running, when detect  sensor signal is valid,and keep 5 seconds(P15.14), will display 

At-F and stop running. After 20seconds (P15.15), detect the sensor signal again. if sensor signal 

is still valid, continue stop running and show At-F. if sensor signal is invalid, rest At-F and run 

again. BPD setting time is P15.13 & P15.14. 
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Empty Water Level(S3 & COM) Control Logic: 

Inverter is running, when detect sensor signal is valid, and keep 5 seconds(P15.16), will display 

At-L and stop running. After 20seconds (P15.17), detect the sensor signal again. if sensor signal 

is still valid, continue stop running and show At-L. if sensor signal is invalid, rest At-L and run 

again. BPD setting time is P15.32 & P15.33. 

If the water logic is reverse:(Sensor signal is invalid, but show At-F/At-L) set P05.10=2 

(Change NO to NC) if sensor connect to S2 & COM. Set P05.10=4 (Change NO to NC) if 

sensor connect to S3 & COM. set P05.10=6 if two sensors logic are reverse. 

 

Videos about GD100-PV : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oirPWWIcHVg&t=19s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oirPWWIcHVg&t=19s
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Customer Field Application: 

A.Solar panel power : 300W/PC  9*1PCS , Pump : 1.5kW/1Φ220V,/50Hz/ 10.2A  

Inverter: GD100-2R2G-SS25-PV-AS, AC power 220V ,location: Morocco 
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B．Solar panel power: 250W/PC 11*2 PCS ,Inverter: GD100-004G-4-PV 

Pump: 3.7kW / 380V / 50Hz / 6.7A / 2850rpm ,location:Afghanistan  
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BPD Solar Pumping Inverter Introduction: 

Solar Pumping Inverter Application System: 

 

Features and Advantages: 

 Support single-phase & 3 phase 220V pump 

 Achieve 99%  MPPT efficiency by  advanced control  algorithms 

 Reduce the cost  of PV panel( Up to 8 pieces) with Built-in Boost Module 

 Support GPRS module to achieve remote control by using the APP 

 Protection class IP65 designed for outdoor solar pumping system and fanless system design, 

with convenient installation  and free maintenance advantages 

 Integrate multiple protection functions to extend service life, like over-voltage protection, PV 

polarity reverse warning, auto-derating against over-temperature etc 
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Product Specifications: 

BPD XK TN AC 

BPD:Series of PV water pumps 
XK :1500W: 1K5 5000W: 5K 
TN :TL: 1PH TR: 3PH TN: 1PH/3PH 
AC :Default is standard inverter; AC supports AC input 

 

 

Water Level Control:  

Please refer to GD100 series 

Videos about BPD : 

https://youtu.be/V9GwDxPY09s 

 

 

 

 

Type BPD0K7TNAC BPD1K5TNAC BPD2K2TNAC BPD004TNAC

Max DC voltage

（V)
450

Starting

voltage(V)
80

Power 750W 1500W 2200W 4000W

Input voltage (V)

Working

environment

MPPT operating

voltage range (V)
80-250

Output voltage(V)

250Wp 6x1 8x1 10x1 10x2

300Wp 4x1 6x1 8x1 8x2

450

100

220-240VAC 1PH (-15%---+10%)

120-400

1 Φ  220V & 3 Φ220V ac

（-25℃-60℃ more than 45℃ derate）

https://youtu.be/V9GwDxPY09s
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Customer Field Application: 

A.Solar panel power : 250W/PC  4*1PCS , Pump : 0.7kW/3Φ220V/50Hz/10.2A  

Inverter:BPD0K7TNAC ,location: Thailand 
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B. Solar panel: 300W/PC  4 *1PCS ,location: Indonesia 

Pump: 0.75kW / single phase 220V / 50Hz / 7.5A / 2850rpm 

Inverter: iMars BPD1K5TN (AC) ,AC power: single-phase 220V AC/50Hz. 
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GD100-PV and BPD Solutions for Single Phase Pump:  
1,Please connect L and N of pump cable to U and W terminal in inverter. 

2,If pump can not be started, please check page 13 in GD100-PV manual or page 8 inBPD 

manual. 

3,In GD100-PV, please connect S4 terminial in control board to Com terminal. 

In BPD, turn to P04.34 and pree Shift button in the keypad to make it to 01(tell Inverter to drive 

pump in single phase modle) P02.00=1 (Tell inverter to drive single phase motor) P02.04=200 

(Tell inverter to drive single phase motor with 200V output voltage). 

4,Please take capacitor out of pump and connect cable like the photo below. Then theresistance 

value between U and W will be smallest value, and the resistance valuebetween U and V will be 

biggest value. 

5,If pump can not start please try to change running direction by setting P00.13 to 1. 

6,If pump still can not run automatically with enough torque until you push it, please set P04.35 

from 1.00 to 0.60 and set P04.01 from 0.0% to 10.0%. 
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Blue cable 

Brown cable 

Black cable 
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Comment: 

Why the output water flow is lower, after I remove the capacitor? 

As the single-phase motor contains the starting capacitor, the start-up capacitor is 

designed to generate a 90-degree phase difference between the primary and secondary 

windings of the single-phase motor, resulting in a rotating magnetic field to rotate the 

motor. The size of the starting capacitor is generally designed according to the 

frequency 50Hz, but when the single-phase motor frequency control, the frequency will 

not always work at 50Hz, it is difficult to produce rotating magnetic field, the common 

method is to remove the single-phase motor start and run Capacitor, the use of two phase 

control method. 

The use of the method of removing the capacitor, the software algorithm improvements, 

it is necessary to ensure that limit the starting current, but also to ensure that the starting 

torque, so the final output voltage than the direct start voltage amplitude is low, resulting 

in load capacity decreased. 
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For more information please contact: 

www.invt.com 

overseas@invt.com.cn 

http://www.invt.com/

